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Abstract—This paper discusses a Digital Twin demonstrator
for privacy enhancement in the automotive industry. Here, the
Digital Twin demonstrator is presented as a method for the design
and implementation of privacy enhancement mechanisms, and is
used to detect privacy concerns and minimize breaches and
associated risks to which smart car drivers can be exposed through
connected infotainment applications and services. The Digital
Twin-based privacy enhancement demonstrator is designed to
simulate variety of conditions that can occur in the smart car
ecosystem. We firstly identify the core stakeholders (actors) in the
smart car ecosystem, their roles and exposure to privacy
vulnerabilities and associated risks. Secondly, we identify assets
that consume and generate sensitive privacy data in smart cars,
their functionalities, and relevant privacy concerns and risks.
Thirdly, we design an infrastructure for collecting (i) real-time
sensor data from smart cars and their assets, and (ii)
environmental data, road and traffic data, generated through
operational driving lifecycle. In order to ensure compliance of the
collected data with privacy policies and regulations, e.g. with
GDPR requirements for enforcement of the data subject’s rights,
we design methods for the Digital Twin-based privacy
enhancement demonstrator that are based on behavioural
analytics informed by GDPR. We also perform data
anonymization to minimize privacy risks and enable actions such
as sending an automatic informed consent to the stakeholders.
Keywords—Digital Twin, Machine
Analytics, CPS, Privacy Enhancement.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The objective of this paper is to design the Digital Twinbased privacy enhancement methods and mechanisms for
capturing privacy-related behaviour and anomalies acquired
during smart car operational driving lifecycle, and for enabling
informed consent, de-identification and anonymization, as
strategies for improving subject’s privacy rights and mitigating
privacy vulnerabilities. The Digital Twin demonstrator
presented in this paper, uses Machine Learning (ML) methods
for behavioural analysis and forecasting of smart car operational
processes and checks for compliance with the requirements of
the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR). In order to
detect stakeholders, assets and privacy metrics of interest for the
design of the Digital Twin demonstrator, we define a scenario
that covers generic operational driving conditions, and from the
designed scenario, we explain the use of ML-based feedback
services targeting GDPR requirements on subject’s rights.
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The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 explores
background technologies and the state of the art in the following
areas: (i) core technology concepts of the Digital Twin, such as
asset modelling, analytics, forecasting, decision making, and
lifecycle knowledge base collections, (ii) ML methods for
location- and temporal-behavioural analysis, and (iii) privacy
methods related to Identity Management. Section 3 discusses the
Digital Twin as a method for privacy assessment. Section 4
describes steps to achieve the Digital Twin-based privacy
enhancing mechanisms. Finally, Section 5 concludes the paper.
II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK
A. Digital Twin
The term Digital Twin was originally defined as “a virtual
representation of what has been manufactured, through various
lifecycle phases” [1]. The core benefits of the Digital Twin are
summarized in the literature as follows [2]: it allows visibility in
the manufacturing operations; it can be used to predict the future
state of the machines; it can be used to simulate various
conditions, which would be impractical to create in real life; it
can be used to connect with the backend business applications to
support supply chain, financial decisions, etc.
The Digital Twin is a virtual counterpart to actual physical
devices (entities) that combines many Artificial Intelligence
(AI)-based technologies and methods, real-time predictive
analyses, and forecasting algorithms performing on top of Big
Data derived from the Internet of Things (IoT) sensors and
acquired historical data. The ultimate objective of the Digital
Twin is to improve the design and execution in digital
manufacturing through simulation, prediction of future states
and intelligent decision-making related to various lifecycle
phases. Through intelligent methods and toolsets, the Digital
Twin enables manufacturing engineers to monitor the execution
of simulated processes generated on top of multiple sensor data
streams and to gain insights required to optimize the
manufacturing processes, improve the entire lifecycle and
enhance product performances on the fly.
The design of the Digital Twin suggests three major
components to be considered [2]: (i) Asset modelling, (ii)
Predictive analytics, forecasting and decision making, and (iii)
Lifecycle knowledge base including both real-time sensor data
and historical data.

• Asset modelling is about architecting of the Digital Twin:
designing the structure of its assets (physical things) and
components, measurable physical parameters and other
digital manufacturing information describing the assets
(e.g. manufacturing date, maintenance history). Asset
modelling adds value to connected sensor data and
contributes to a range of new insights, e.g. obtaining an
insight on health of sensors through inferring, correlating
and transforming measured sensor values and asset
states, conditions and maintenance records [3]. It may
also include a different presentation (visualization) forms
for different user groups, e.g. one group of users may
require the insight about operational data, while the
others could be more interested in individual devices.
• Analytics in Digital Twin applications consists of a
predictive and a descriptive analysis of assets. Predictive
analytics comprises a training phase (learning a model
from training data) and a predicting phase (using the
model for predicting future outcomes). The most used
predictive models in ML belong to the category of
Supervised Learning and include classification models
for the evaluation of a discrete value (e.g. Logistic
regression, Neural networks, Support Vector Machine
(SVN)) and regression models for the evaluation of a
numeric value (e.g. Linear regression model, Bayesian
network and Naïve Bayes, K-Nearest Neighbour (KNN))
[4].
• Lifecycle knowledge base of a Digital Twin collects asset
lifecycle data (e.g. time-series sensor data), inferred and
historical data. Practically, the functionality of a Digital
Twin improves over time as more data is accumulated
and processed by effective ML algorithms.
B. Machine Learning
ML has strong ties with IoT, enabling powerful analysis of
multiple data streams collected from physical entities and used
as a foundation for testing and prediction. The availability of
historical data helps ML models to learn the maintenance states
of assets for predictive maintenance. However, for continuous
learning of the ML models, Digital Twins require a flow of realtime data. In the following, we overview location-based
behavioural analysis and temporal behavioural analysis of time
series, and ML methods for supporting behaviour and
performance modelling.
• Location-Based Behavioural Analysis: The increasing
popularity of location-based services is supported by a
variety of location detection technologies, leading to the
massive accumulation of online data about users’
location and activity histories. Such data are used for
mining knowledge in various applications, ranging from
location-based recommendation systems to applications
for tracking user’s movements and habits [5-9], or pattern
mining from very large historical spatiotemporal dataset
[10-12], e.g. for methods created to discover pattern
series of events [13].
• Temporal Behavioural Analysis of Time Series: The
most common approaches to modelling time series
include: (i) trend, seasonal, residual decomposition, (ii)

frequency-based methods, (iii) autoregressive methods
(AR), (iv) moving average (MA), (v) Box-Jenkins
approach (ARMA model combining (iii) and (iv)). A
recently proposed probabilistic model for time series,
known as the Conditional Restricted Boltzmann Machine
(CRBM), is used to solve a range of problems, from
classification tasks to collaborative filtering and
modelling of the motion capture [14-17]. Finally, the
Multi-Label Learning and Classification model has been
presented in [18].
• Behaviour and Performance Modelling Supported by
ML: Three major categories of ML algorithms include (i)
Supervised Learning (regression models and
classification models), typically used to predict the
behaviour of some system or individual, (ii)
Unsupervised Learning (clustering and dimensionality
reduction) used for observation grouping in order to form
homogeneous clusters, and (iii) Reinforcement Learning
models for mapping situations to actions to maximize
some measures of utility for the system in question [19].
Reinforcement Learning (RL) has become one of the
most active research areas in ML, AI and neural
networks, with algorithms learning how to map situations
to actions in order to maximize a numerical reward
signal. In digital manufacturing, RL algorithms
contribute to the extension of asset life and are used to
lower maintenance and operating costs.
Methods that combine ML and data mining techniques have
been exploited for modelling behaviour of distributed computing
environments, e.g. a methodology that incorporates neural
networks to construct and validate a nonlinear behaviour models
have been presented in [20]. The authors in [21] use clustering
to search for patterns in user-driven workloads in cloud
computing. The analysis of behavioural patterns and deriving
models for cloud computing systems has been addressed in [2224]. Other relevant approaches for modelling behaviour and
performances in cloud computing are focused on workload
classification based on task resource consumption patterns [25]
and the usage of storage systems [26]. Some other approaches
on autonomic computing use ML for modelling system
behaviour vs. hardware or software configuration [27].
C. Privacy and Identity Management in Cloud Computing
Privacy preserving approaches in cloud computing can be
classified into two categories [28]: cryptographic approaches
featuring encryption schemes and cryptographic primitives [2932], and noncryptographic approaches with a policy-based
authorization infrastructure [33]. The most common privacy
approaches for verifying digital identities in cloud computing are
presented in [34-35]. To overcome privacy issues with respect to
cloud providers, the authors in [36-37] suggest to integrate proxy
re-encryption with OpenId and SAML (Security Assertion
markup Language). The authors in [38] describe privacy
enhancing mechanisms for federated identity management
systems. An example of a privacy-preserving identity and access
management system for federated login that enables a controlled
disclosure of the users’ private information is the PRIMA system
presented in [39-40].

III. DIGITAL TWIN FOR PRIVACY ASSESSMENT
Smart cars are designed to assist the drivers in a variety of
ways, from improving their user experience (e.g. lane changing,
parking assistance, night vision, traffic sign and traffic light
recognition, map navigation support, etc.) to reducing distraction
of drivers and improving their safety [41-42]. However, cloudbased technologies are exposed to a vast attack surface, partially
through client applications and even more through various assets
that could be vulnerable to attacks. In this section, we design a
Digital Twin-based scenario that emphasizes the exchange of
data related to assets and operation lifecycle processes in the
Automotive Industry. The objective of our scenario is to define
the exchange of privacy data to be processed by the privacy
enhancement controls of the Digital Twin (see Figure 1), during
the following phases:
• initial phase: A smart car collects various data including
manufacturing data (information about the vehicle
model, on-board sensors, tyre surface, etc.), driver’s
perception data (inertial cues, environmental cues), data
about the connectivity to external systems and services

(various stakeholders, e.g. retailer, insurance services,
road services, etc.);
• operational driving phase: A smart car collects sensor
data from various operational assets, environmental
statistics data, authority reports (e.g. regulations);
• analytics phase: A Digital Twin of a smart car performs
automated decision-making based on (near) real-time
measurement and historical data;
• reporting phase: Currently, the decisions related to the
improvement of operative driving procedures that affect
user experience are under control of human engineers.
The reports are often manually created and sent back to
various stakeholders for further decisions. With the
evolution of digital manufacturing, more intelligence and
automation should be brought to business processes. In
our scenario, the Digital Twin supports automatic
creation of the decisions that are sent back to various
stakeholders.

Fig. 1. Smart Car scenario with the Digital Twin.

The role of the Digital Twin, as shown in Figure 1, is to
simulate and assess operational behaviour and performances of
smart cars, replacing manually performed data analytics and
reporting with automated decision-making support. Real time
and historical data acquired from operational driving lifecycle,
including external sources, environmental statistics and
government regulations, are sent to the Digital Twin for
analyses, e.g. location- and temporal behavioural analyses and
their correlation through ML algorithms. The acquired data can
contain privacy data that can affects the subject’s (driver’s)
privacy in unexpected, unintended ways. Therefore, the aim of
our scenario, is to demonstrate the Digital Twin as a privacy

enhancement mechanism that correlates dynamic privacy data
to various stakeholders’ services, creates insights into privacy
parameters and detects privacy anomalies to be automatically
reported back to the subjects. The design and implementation of
the Digital Twin toolset as an enforcement mechanism of the
GDPR come with many requirements, from putting in place an
effective data collection infrastructure, to establishing data
models for supporting data management for stakeholders and
assets, to designing privacy metrics and knowledge bases with
implemented rules and policies, e.g. GDPR requirements.
In the following, we detect smart car stakeholders and assets
of interest for the privacy assessment.

A. Detecting and Describing Stakeholders and Assets
Smart automotive systems are designed to augment user
experience through information exchange amongst various
stakeholders, which can open numerous privacy issues leading
to reputational damage for car drivers, car manufacturers,
suppliers, garages, network service providers, software and

application providers, etc. In this section, we identify (i)
stakeholders (actors) of a smart car ecosystem (see Table 1) and
(ii) sensitive assets (e.g. the driver’s smartphone) from the
operational lifecycle (see Table 2).
Table 1 shows identified stakeholders, their roles, privacy
concerns and risks associated to stakeholders’ data.

TABLE 1. SMART CAR STAKEHOLDERS, THEIR ROLES AND RELATED PRIVACY CONCERNS AND RISKS (ANALYSIS PARTLY BASED ON [42]).
Stakeholders

Stakeholders’ Roles

Privacy Concerns & Risks

Manufacturer

Provides the assembly of the car components.

Requires privacy-by-design approach; Privacy breach can be caused through
the use of the aftermarket suppliers’ components.

Supplier

Provides car components and/or operating system
for connecting these components.

Requires privacy-by-design approach; Privacy breaches to be avoided by
informing users how to correctly perform installations.

Aftermarket Supplier

Provides components with some additional features
(e.g. media player).

Requires privacy-by-design approach with privacy controls of added apps in
order to avoid privacy breaches.

Driver

Drives and uses various smart car gadgets and
applications/ services; Connects via his smartphone
and other online gadgets; Actively uses external
cloud applications.

Integrity breaches through apps for learning driver’s habits; multimedia
camera apps for sharing moments on the road; health cameras in the car;
smart backup cameras for monitoring the roads, etc.

Passenger

Uses gadgets and apps or is exposed to them.

Integrity breaches through unintentional data sharing or leakage of data.

Road services

Monitoring road and traffic conditions; Safety
recommendations and contextual insights, e.g. speed
limit changes, roadway conditions.

Access to privacy data; Mining and inferring through available privacy data;
Predicting user behaviour based on privacy data.

Marketing services

Monitoring driving habits and preferences in order
to create personalized offers.

Access to privacy data for various marketing analyses; Insights from
historical data (including privacy data) to understand various trends.

Smart Car Users &
Internal Services

External Services

Test & certif. services Monitoring driving habits; Contextual insights.

Inferring privacy data; Forecasting based on privacy data.

Insurance services

Pay-How-You-Drive insurance plan.

Inferring privacy data and predicting user behaviour; Scheming users for
socio-demographic informed offers.

Energy/fuel services

Energy/fuel supply.

Informational leakage and/or data sharing.

Network connectivity
providers & services

Network access and services.

Loss of privacy information in the cloud.

Smart cities &
services

Economical use of road infrastructure.

Use of historical and real-time data to create better user experience; Inferring
privacy data.

Governmental bodies and regulations strongly encourage
smart car manufacturers to make cybersecurity a priority. The
following initiatives strongly influence the automotive sector:
• eCall system requires from all new cars sold in EU to be
equipped with an eCall alarm system that, in case of an
accident, can automatically call the emergency services
and send the location of the car.
• GDPR regulatory requirements are related to privacy
data protection in EU, and
• the NIS Directive (the Directive on Security of Network
and Information Systems) affects search engines, cloud

providers and online marketplaces, and set cybersecurity
regulations, incident response procedures, etc.
The next step is about identification and description of
assets from the smart car operational driving lifecycle. Table 2
summarizes identified assets with the ability to produce
sensitive data, their core functionality and associated privacy
concerns and risks to various stakeholders of the operational
lifecycle.

TABLE 2. SMART CAR ASSETS, THEIR FUNCTIONALITIES AND RELATED PRIVACY CONCERNS AND RISKS (ANALYSIS PARTLY BASED ON [42]).
Assets

Asset Functionality

Related Privacy Concerns

Infotainment controls

Navigation services and maps, entertainment
services (audio/video), geo-fencing, cameras,
traffic information, external media, etc.

Revealing information about user’s current location and navigation history,
call history, geo-fencing data related to driving and working routines, heart
rate and pulse, health data, banking accounts, etc.

Body controls

Door/ window locking, seat belts, heating seats

Revealing information about user’s driving patterns and preferences.

Chassis controls

Alerts sent to drivers via ADAS (Advanced
Driver Assistance Systems)

Revealing sensitive information linked with GPS data and traffic warnings,
connected smartphone data, blind spots, audio alerts, etc.

Power Train controls

Speed control

Driving patterns and preferences; speed.

Communications controls

Authentication features; Connectivity with
external services through an embedded GSM
module or driver’s smart phone; Stolen vehicle
tracking; emote engine start; etc.

Revealing privacy data stored on smartphones; Sharing privacy data via
smartphone with: service providers, developers, criminals hacking physical
access to device, behavioural marketing; government; geotags GPS
capabilities to embed exact location into posts or photos, etc.

Smartphones

Authentication features; Connectivity with
smart car services and applications using e.g.
tethered connections, etc.

Unauthorized access and manipulation of information stored on
smartphone, e.g. e-mails, instant messenger apps, location data and history,
call history, online accounts and passwords typed into phone, photos…

B. Privacy Scenario Design for Digital Twins in Operational
Driving Lifecycle
The majority of connected infotainment controls in smart
cars collect various personal data, from data about driver
behaviour and habits that can be used for the analysis and the
adjustment of car’s settings for drivers, to on-board sensor
navigation systems informing about the precise location of the
car, where it has been previously parked and for how long. The
driving patterns that can be identified based on collected
personal data help advertisers and insurance companies to set
their plans with special offers and discounts and to place new
offers in a way that is recommended through tracking systems.
Such data can be further processed, combined and correlated to
other sensitive information, e.g. bank accounts, health
information, etc.
Our privacy scenario is designed to collect privacy data
from the Advanced Driver Assistance System (ADAS) that
interprets driving patterns, typical routes and habits of the
drivers in order to support augmented customization of smart
cars and better driving experience. We design the Digital Twin
that combines and correlates privacy related data and infers
privacy anomalies.

Figure 2 illustrates an interaction flow amongst smart car
(with real-time sensor data measurements and collections),
Digital Twin (with historical data and ML analytics models) and
a formal knowledge base containing GDPR clauses to be
processed in order to detect and assess privacy concerns and
risks. In Figure 2, smart car (presneted as the real-world asset)
and its digital representation (a Digital Twin) are connected via
cloud and edge computing. Smart car is designed to be managed
at the edge, capturing various alerts and states measured by the
car’s on-board sensors. In the cloud, the Digital Twin captures
all the information referring to the operational driving state of
the car, including its manufacturing and operational history, and
sends this information to stakeholders.
The real-time insight into the operational driving states
provided by the Digital Twin, enables operational efficiency
and automated feedback to drivers. As edge and cloud
computing raise security and privacy issues, the goal of
designing our Digital Twin demonstrator is to detect and assess
privacy data, enhance related privacy-by-design processes and
provide GDPR compliance. The overall outcome should be
quicker and more informed decisions on possible privacy
vulnerabilities related to operational driving lifecycle.

Fig. 2. Privacy scenario with the Digital Twin and supported by the GDPR requirements and expert knowledge (rules and policies).

Figure 3 gives more detailed view of privacy aspects of the
automotive scenario presented in this paper. The smart car
driver uses infotainment controls through an interactive
connected cockpit and a smartphone. The core assets related to
infotainment controls, their functionalities and the associated
privacy concerns and risks are summarized in Table 2. For
example, infotainment-based navigation assets and external
media connected to the infotainment components (e.g.
smartphones) could cause privacy breaches through loss of
information in the cloud, thus damaging the car manufacturer’s
reputation and compromising driver’s (and passenger’)
confidential and privacy information. Any action performed on
a smartphone and information stored on the phone is under a
risk of being manipulated and accessed in an unauthorized way.
Privacy data captured via smartphone are accessible to various
stakeholders, from service providers, behavioural marketing,
geo-tagging services that embed location into posts and photos,
insurance services, etc.
Figure 3 shows an insurance service (presented as
stakeholder) that observes the data containing information on
how the car is driven (e.g. speed and sudden acceleration and
deceleration, eCall system history about road accidents,
location history) and correlates these data to the car driver’s
smartphone data, with the possibility to access variety of
privacy data (e.g. the address and the name of the car driver,
his/her bank details). Based on inferred knowledge, the
insurance services create a special “Pay How You Drive”
insurance premium to be offered to the driver. Note the scenario
illustrated in Figure 3 doesn’t have the functionality of the
Digital Twin to assess privacy related anomalies.

Fig. 3. Privacy Scenario (without a Digital Twin).

The recent introduction of the GDPR raised complex issues
on subject’s rights related to the control of personal data, e.g.
subject’s rights to access their personal data (Article 15), rights
to rectify inaccurate personal data (Article 16) and erase
personal data (Article 17). From the perspective of social media
and external services such as online marketing and targeting,
insurance services, etc., “transparent information and
communication with the data subject (Article 12) [need to be
provided] when personal data are collected from the data
subject (Article 13) or have not been obtained from the data
subject (Article 14)”. In other words, to be GDPR compliant,
external business services should check for permissions to use
the subject’s personal data and should provide a reason for it.

Figure 4 illustrates the same scenario previously shown in
Figure 3, which now enables privacy assessments based on
specifically designed functionality of the Digital Twin. Here, an
insurance service observes data containing information on how
the car is driven and before further combining these data with
data obtained from the car driver’s smartphone, the Digital
Twin-based privacy enhancement mechanisms check for
privacy concerns, to prevent and minimize possible risks of
privacy breaches.

Fig. 4. Privacy Scenario with the Digital Twin privacy assessments providing
GDPR compliance.

IV. PRIVACY ENHANCING MECHANSIMS FOR DIGITAL TWINS
To learn, simulate and predict privacy aspects of smart car’s
behaviour and performances, the ML-based privacy
enhancement mechanisms of the Digital Twin demonstrator
consider data models including (i) real-time sensor
measurements (data) collected during the operational driving
lifecycle, (ii) historical data related to operational lifecycle, and
(iii) GDPR requirements implemented as an integrated expert
knowledge base (see Figure 2). Assets that contains sensitive and
privacy data need to be identified, while privacy anomalies need
to be detected and assessed through an iterative process that uses
ML algorithms to learn each of the car’s assets over time. The
supervised ML algorithms are trained to classify data into
anomalous and nonanomalous data (e.g. k-Nearest Neighbours,
Decision trees or Bayesian networks can be used to encode
probabilistic relationships between the variables).
An alternative to the supervised ML is known as
Unsupervised ML that features algorithms which are
sensor/asset agnostic and create systems that are trained to detect
sensitive data and privacy anomalies, without the need to learn
the underlying monitoring process. In other words, the
supervised ML-based predictions simulate operational models/
processes based on the car’s historical data and the GDPR expert
knowledge base. The unsupervised ML models enable an
algorithm-driven learning of sensor data, without the need for
historical data.
In case of Reinforcement ML, the detection and assessment
of privacy anomalies require capturing of the most important
aspects of the privacy problem that one agent (e.g. the Digital

Twin) learns through its interaction with the environment. In
other words, the learning agent must be able to understand the
nature and the state of privacy data and take an action that affects
the state, e.g. to assess privacy data and send a request for
informed consent.
The underlying privacy techniques for implementing GDPR
requirements [43] are known as anonymization [44] and
pseudonymization [45]. Our methodology for enabling GDPR
compliance mechanisms for Digital Twins includes the
following five (5) steps workflow:
• Step 1 is about identification of stakeholders and assets,
including external services and knowledge bases. This
step is followed by the collection of structured and
unstructured data from multiple sources that will be
made ready for analysis using various methods for data
merging, reshaping, transforming, etc. Here, we also
identify specific privacy metrics and perform the data
type identification in order to detect context and privacy
attributes, e.g. names, e-mails, addresses, personal
codes, etc. We associate metrics with the data types;
• Step 2 is about vulnerability detection which is a process
of correlating data columns to find out unique values that
appear occasionally (e.g. a combination of the age,
location, school and race). In this step we exploit ML
algorithms that can be used for anomaly detection in
time-series of various types, e.g. multivariate time-series
from speed measurement sensors, and demands coming
from external services and third parties, e.g. insurance
services for profiling the subjects in order to optimize
their decisions affecting the subjects (as defined in
revised guidelines addressing profiling and automated
decision-making under the GDPR, see [46]);
• Step 3 is about providing GDPR compliance through deidentification of personal data by replacing privacy data
with fictional values. De-identification of personal data
ensures compliance to GDPR requirements, but does not
protect against privacy breaches;
• Step 4 is about interpreting the resulting data, which in
our case requires performing actions like: sending
informed consent requests to data subjects;
• Finally, in step 5, we use data anonymization to
minimize the privacy risks and protect subjects from
privacy breaches. For data anonymization we use
syntactic approaches that operates under the kanonymity principles, as suggested in [47-48].
V. CONCLUSION
The Digital Twin is a virtual representation of the real-world
manufacturing, operational, logistic, maintenance, even
administrative processes related to either a company or a
product, that is designed with the aim to improve real-world
products and processes based on simulated data and ML
supported decisions. Designing the Digital Twin demonstrator
for the automotive sector and smart cars augments overall
functionality of vehicles, including their security and safety,
while privacy data should be kept secure in the cloud and should

comply with privacy policies, procedures and regulations such
as the GDPR, the NIS Directive, and the eCall alarm system at
the European level, as well as regulations at relevant national
data protection laws.
In this paper, we designed mechanisms for detecting privacy
anomalies in the automotive ecosystem and for minimizing
further privacy risks. Such mechanism is designed as part of the
Digital Twin demonstrator. Further work is about
implementation of a Digital Twin prototype with the proposed
privacy enhancing toolset functionality.
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